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Chapter 11 

 

Verse 50:  

 

Arjuna's mind had been extremely agitated and filled with anxiety by witnessing the 

terrifying aspect of the vishvarupa or divine universal form. Having so promised in the 

verse before, Lord Krishna now revealed His four-armed form adorned with a jeweled 

diadem, discus and mace. Then as a further consolation to Arjuna, Lord Krishna, the 

repository of all divine attributes such as majesty, omniscience, omnipotence, compassion 

etc., revealed His adorable saumya-vapuh or gentle two-armed form decorated with turban, 

jewelry, earrings and other ornaments which brought great relief to Arjuna who was 

extremely agitated by the visvarupa or divine universal form. The word mahatma means 

great soul and denotes Lord Krishna's potency as paramatman, the Supreme Soul within all 

living entities. It may also mean great soul due to His being so compassionate and kind-

hearted.  

 

Verses 51: 

 

Having been comforted and consoled by Lord Krishna in such a compassionate manner and 

beholding Him now in His charming human form with unprecedented attributes such as 
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unlimited beauty, strength, compassion, omniscience etc., Arjuna was no longer agitated 

and was able to compose himself and restore his mind to its natural tranquility and he 

became placated. 

 

Verses 52: 
 

Lord Krishna reveals that it is extremely difficult to see His human two- armed form and He 

emphasizes this with the words su-durdarsham which means very rarely seen. The 

vishvarupa or divine universal form is impossible to be seen without His grace, yet His four 

armed human form is so rare that the demigods are always hankering to see it even for a 

moment; but now Lord Krishna is revealing that His beautiful two armed human form is the 

rarest of all and that it is so seldom revealed the demigods never get the chance to see it. 

 


